AGA Developer Meeting - May 24th, 2020

In Attendance:
Steve Colburn
Anna Wiggins
Lee Schumacher
Michael Hiiva
Lisa Scott
Frank Lam

Agenda:

Updates:
Paypal Stuff/MM - New issue [Steve]
--Something wrong with the configuration on the deployment. Something not passing from the configuration settings to the application. Seems to be happening more often for some reason.
--Troubleshooting in progress and working through the deployment settings to figure out missing items to pass environment variables.

Membership manager plaintext password field - [Anna]
--This was being written by something and investigations are ongoing
--Unable to find the place in the code where it is being written from the code. Working to break some code to find a way to write to this field. Not referenced implicitly.
--Tested to bootstrap a local version and tested a few edge cases to see if its possible to write.
--Havent had chance to look through API settings
--Suggestion is to drop “password_plaintext” column
---- Remove permissions for MM application user from “plaintext_password” column

Ratings Pre-Validator - [Frank]
--Hoping to reduce some churn from the TDs with tournaments. Will be able to drop a AGA results.txt to one side and check members/games before validating.
--Future enhancements and this is a test in progress.
--Hope to move it into AGAGD in the future

New:
Goal: Unified login service
--Can we use the MM login tables? Find out more
--More apps will want to use login stuff

KGS - [Lee]
--Some issues with uptime and looking to patch that soon
--Looking for light SysAdmin help work, will chat with Anna post meeting

Meetings during “Congress Week”
--Will be happening and will be a slightly different time
--Will be scheduling soon by no weeks to know

Annual Reporting
--We’ll be adding something to the annual report finally for this year
--Anyone interested in adding to the report please let Steve know